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Endymion Somnum

6 hrs

found: font atlas (not actually asemic, just hoping the aesthetic appeals to those here)

LikeCommentShare
You, Picasso Gaglione, Shawn McMurtagh, Jim Wittenberg and 67 others like this.
9 comments
1 share

Comments

Dan Reddy I would imagine there's a fairly large percentage of font nerds here.
Like · Reply · 3 · 6 hrs
Mithridates Rex Dionysus hehe it's nice and pleasant
Like · Reply · 5 hrs



Carridine Poran Why is it not asemic?
Like · Reply · 5 hrs
Hide 19 Replies
De Villo Sloan Because it is made with recognizable symbols that have assigned meanings. You
don't see words or syntactic units, but you can "read" letters, numerals etc.
Like · Reply · 5 hrs
Carridine Poran Got it. The aesthetic appeals here.
Like · Reply · 5 hrs
Jim Leftwich are you being deliberately misleading, De Villo? what has come to be known as the
asemic movement has its beginnings in exactly this kind of letteral composition. in fact, the
earliest instances of what we now call asemic writing contained not only words but syntactic
units. it was only later, as an exploration of the letter, that the now-familiar quasi-calligraphic
drawing became dominant. and then, a little later, Tim Gaze started his research into historical
precursors of an illegible (or, at times, a polysemous) handwriting. later still a narrative was
constructed, in which Michaux, Gysin, and Dotremont became practitioners of asemic writing,
rather than ancestors of one of its exploratory threads.
Like · Reply · 3 · 4 hrs
De Villo Sloan I agree Endymion's piece is a "letteral composition" and it has relevance in an
asemic writing group as "an exploration of the letter." I do not believe it can be called asemic in
terms of the current understanding of the term. I have made my own position about what is and
what isn't asemic clear elsewhere. My view comes from linguistics. Asemic writing occurs in a
situation where the signified-signifier relationship is severed completely. Meaning in any
conventional sense in terms of reading is impossible. The signification of the individual letters
and numbers are just too powerful in this work to be asemic (for me). I agree asemic writing can
be generated from existing language, but a great deal of distortion and defamiliarization must
occur. Yes, this is my own view of the matter, my opinion. You can agree or disagree.
Like · Reply · 1 · 4 hrs
Carridine Poran I don't think I can agree or disagree until I read this clear position -- do you have
a link to this elsewhere -- elsewhere to this group?
Like · Reply · 4 hrs
Jim Leftwich i am only recounting how the use of the term asemic developed, beginning in 1997.
before that it was not in use to describe any kind of writing. it has gone through several
re-definitions in the past 19 years, all of which should be of interest to us. but the re-definitions
do not change the history. i am interested in telling the history. the theories are of interest to me
too, but only as secondary and tertiary consequences of how the actual practice has developed.
i'm not agreeing or disagreeing with your theory, De Villo, i am correcting a misunderstanding of
the history of the term.
Like · Reply · 1 · 4 hrs
De Villo Sloan As for "canon formation" in the asemic movement: That's going to happen.
People will look back at Michaux (for instance) and say: "Oh, he was doing asemic writing." We
can and should be careful with the naming, yes. Michaux never said" "I am an asemic writer."
But I think revision always happens. I was just reading through crit. about Blake through several
eras. First they called him a sentimentalist (or something). The he was a pre-Romantic. Now



he's identified as a Romantic even though he came before the actual movement. So you are
going to get that sort of thing. Jim, when the history of asemic writing is written, I am sure you
and Tim Gaze will receive recognition as founders. Thanks for all you'v done.
Like · Reply · 4 hrs
De Villo Sloan Well, part of the problem is that it's all so damned new no one has put all the
pieces together yet. But when they do, there will just be more fighting anyway. There always is.
Like · Reply · 4 hrs
Jim Leftwich i just want folks to get it right, while they still have that opportunity. i seriously doubt
that the recognition will make any difference to anyone.
Like · Reply · 4 hrs
Jim Leftwich there are a lot of primary documents available from the late 90s and early 00s in
the OSU avant writing archive. it seems obvious to me that they should be consulted by anyone
who is interested in writing seriously about the subject.
Like · Reply · 4 hrs
Marco Giovenale some links:
Like · Reply · 1 hr
Marco Giovenale ONGOING RESEARCH in and around ASEMIC WRITING
https://app.box.com/s/f18hm1rcp96mxqwb1byizvtne6b1egij
"this still feels like it's barely scratching the surface... (surfaces). there should be several vols
this size or larger. i left out all the images, but anyone who wants to find them can do so. if i had
included them the file would be too big..." (Jim Leftwich)

ASEMIC DOCS
https://app.box.com/s/0fr5eksapvj4glcqjib749yacrdkosfg

Tim Gaze's pages
http://asemic.net/
http://asemic-editions.blogspot.com/

The new postliterate
http://thenewpostliterate.blogspot.com/
https://www.facebook.com/thenewpostliterate

SCRIPT
http://scriptjr.nl/

Asemic group @ facebook
https://www.facebook.com/groups/76178850228/

@ WIKI
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asemic_writing
https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scrittura_asemica



"Asemic writing" (in Italian)
https://www.alfabeta2.it/.../gioco-e-radar-05-asemic.../

"Le scritture asemantiche di Irma Blank" (in Italian + English translation)
http://gammm.org/index.php/2007/07/18/blank-dorfles/

4 questions about asemic writing
http://scriptjr.nl/tag/4-questions

and:

LINKS
http://asemicnet.blogspot.it/p/links.html

MAGS, GROUPS
http://asemicnet.blogspot.it/p/mags-groups.html

PUBLISHING HOUSES, E-BOOKS, BOOKS
http://asemicnet.blogspot.it/.../publishing-houses-e...

INTERVIEWS
http://asemicnet.blogspot.it/p/interviews.html

ENTRIES, POSTS, VIDS &TC
http://asemicnet.blogspot.it/p/entries-posts-vids.html

@ FACEBOOK
http://asemicnet.blogspot.it/p/facebook.html

@ FLICKR
http://asemicnet.blogspot.it/p/flickr.html

EXHIBITS AND GALLERIES
http://asemicnet.blogspot.it/p/exhibits-and-galleries.html
Box | Simple Online Collaboration: Online File Storage, FTP Replacement, Team Workspaces
Collaboration tools adopted by over 50,000 companies globally. Box simplifies online file
storage, replaces FTP and connects teams in online workspaces.
APP.BOX.COM
Like · Reply · 1 · 1 hr
Marco Giovenale and (see the link
above,http://gammm.org/index.php/2007/07/18/blank-dorfles/):



in 1974 Gillo Dorfles, writing about Irma Blank's works, spoke of "scrittura asemantica" =
"asemantic writing"....See More
le scritture asemantiche di irma blank / gillo dorfles. 1974 at G A M…
GAMMM.ORG
Like · Reply · 43 mins · Edited
De Villo Sloan Jim Leftwich - all the material you provide about the use of the term "asemic"
starting in 1997 and its historical significance is, I think, of great importance. It had a great
impact on me, and some of my asemic theory writing was done before I knew all the details from
you. So I would probably change some things. BUT your fervor about a right (or correct - as in
my term Asemically Correct) view of history is puzzling and makes me nervous. I don't believe
there is one right view of history. History is dynamic and multi-faceted. Oddly, the past we know
is shaped by the present. You are quick to claim this work by Endymion is asemic because it fits
your own theoretical model, which guess is grounded in Lettrism. I do have to clear the air and
tell you that I think your Broken Letter School of Asemics is a faction inside of something much
larger and does not repreent the whole breadth of the field. I am a member of that broken letter
school in my own work, so really I am with you a lot more than it might seem. And while I
weighed in on this Endymion case in a limiting way, I am overall calling for a much broader view
of asemics, MANY people have been doing asemic writing for a long time, and I think you need
to be a little more generous about allowing the term to be applied without protest. I am not being
"deliberately misleading" when I offer perspectives that are different than yours.
Like · Reply · 30 mins · Edited
De Villo Sloan Marco Giovenale - thanks for marginalizing my asemic group. I wouldn't ordinarily
do it, but here is a link.http://iuoma-network.ning.com/.../asemicwritingformailart...
Asemic Writing for Mail-Artists
Asemic writing for mail-artists
IUOMA-NETWORK.NING.COM
Like · Reply · 24 mins
Marco Giovenale !!!
Like · Reply · 13 mins
Marco Giovenale Never meant to do that. Sorry for this! The list of links is actually incomplete.
It's sure. I am now not at my desk pc and so I cannot check but I am sure I mentioned the ning
link somewhere in posts .
Like · Reply · 8 mins
Marco Giovenale I left ALL the ning groups (vispo and all) years ago. I couldn't follow too many
webspace as an active member. This didn't and doesn't mean I don't consider their relevance
Like · Reply · 4 mins
Jim Leftwich De Villo - the history for something called asemic writing starts in 1997. it didn't
come from the calligraphic experiments of Michaux, Gysin, Dotremont etc. it happened in a very
specific way. the term got into use in the context of poetry and the literary small press in a very
specific way. it's not a mystery or a secret. it just doesn't fit into what has become the master
narrative of the history of asemic writing. the practice of a quasi-calligraphic drawing or writing
came later. it was not an influence. it was a discovery after the fact, and we latched on to it, and
it was a blast for a few years. we discovered precursors, ancestors, heroes, canonical masters



and latched on to them. they added so much more weight to what we were doing. it was
awesome -- we almost felt like we were part of a tradition, a tradition as big as the cosmos. the
wind made asemic writing! flowing water made asemic writing! we made-up the pre-history and
wrapped our practice in it. and less than 20 years later it has become more real than what
actually happened. i'm spending a little time these days hammering on what actually happened,
because no one else is doing it.
Like · Reply · 1 min
Write a reply...

Zbigniew Boyfrendt an insivolvable word game most excellent... confleecing letters most
truculent...what is overstood and what is meant... and what is keeptinued and what is sent
Like · Reply · 2 · 5 hrs · Edited
Nico Vassilakis It's asemic
Unlike · Reply · 3 · 5 hrs
Michael Jon Mj Leonard As a text it's 'unreadable' so it's asemic to me.
Like · Reply · 2 · 4 hrs
Carridine Poran It's nice to see that things are a bit up for grabs.
Like · Reply · 1 · 4 hrs
Endymion Somnum my mistake, it is Asemic.. not necessarily writing smile emoticon
Like · Reply · 1 · 4 hrs
Nonnie Swan What fun!
Unlike · Reply · 1 · 4 hrs
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Alleen Brown
Since the modern mall was born in Minnesota in 1956, its place as a new form of city center has
been debated.
Southdale Mall, located in the Minneapolis suburb of Edina, was designed by Victor Gruen, a
Jewish, Viennese, socialist refugee who’d come to the U.S. fleeing the Nazis, according to a
2004 New Yorker piece. Gruen’s mall was meant to actualize a utopian vision of a city’s
downtown. Southdale was supposed to be the centerpiece of a 463-acre project that included a
park, a lake, housing, schools, and doctors’ offices. The mall was organized around a central
plaza, with a fishpond, caged birds, and a café, a prototype that was repeated as malls sprouted
across the U.S.
Of course, the mall was also designed to draw consumers smoothly from store to store, keeping
them buying even on cold days in Minnesota. Over the years that part of Gruen’s project was
enhanced, while the community-oriented elements fell away, stripping the architect’s vision to its
purely commercial elements.



[...]
Decades after the first mall was built, architect Gruen would disown the grown-up version of his
invention. He was horrified by the urban sprawl malls had helped engender, appalled by the
“land-wasting seas of parking.” In a 1978 speech in London he declared, “I refuse to pay
alimony for those bastard developments.”
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a prune humor experience
machine irony corresponds
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temporal causes moral
Howard named them in three
Latin terms: cirrus (“a
curl of hair”); cumulus
(“a heap”); and stratus
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unwavering erupting words
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clouds prime lace grates
boundaries prune orphan
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collaborative Copernican
pond wild irresolvable
shine untamed causes moral
damage named them in three
facade terms: cirrus (“a
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nomenclature nouns name
brevity warmth unless
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butter weave sufstratus fused
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totem texture self-mapping rose
(“complexity heap”); and stratus
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: songs that disintegrated for no apparent reason (witness Jug Band Blues on the second Floyd
album, a distorted piece of absurdity and as good an explanation as any for Barrett’s absence
on the rest of the record) or bouts of manic one-chord strumming which made the Velvet



Underground’s Sister Ray sound like a rock opera. Unfortunately for Barrett aficionados, his
really powerful twilight rantings like Vegetable Man and “Scream your last scream, old woman
with a basket” were never committed to wax and are now lost forever. One day Syd showed up
with a new song called Have You Got It Yet? that he would spontaneously change whenever the
rest of the band attempted to follow him. He’d sing “Have you got it yet,” and they’d scream
back “No!” It was a joke they didn’t get for hours. --Nick Kent, Creem, October 1973
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Pete Spence

7 hrs

i don't mind the idea of USELESS WRITING but really the crap continuing about the Asemic is
going to undo all the good work of the past 100 years in visual poetics ...get a bloody grip on
sense...at the point of RE-PRESENTATION the Asemic cannot exist ...

LikeCommentShare

Comments

Jim Leftwich some of us have been saying, very publicly, since 2011 at the very latest: no such
thing as asemic writing -- and, at times, following that with: no such thing as asemic anything.
Like · Reply · 2 hrs
Jim Leftwich pete, you have work in the first two issues of Asemic magazine, from the late 90s.
Like · Reply · 2 hrs
Pete Spence yeah because Gaze stole stuff without permission
Like · Reply · 1 hr
Jim Leftwich oh. i didn't know that.
Like · Reply · 1 hr
Pete Spence Jim he used a lot of people to make his Asemic point the fact is the works are
something HE was having problems with not the maker or the learned reader
Like · Reply · 1 hr
Write a reply...
Jim Leftwich for a few years, late-90s to mid-00s, a lot of us were very interested in exploring
the possibilities of the idea of asemic writing.
Like · Reply · 2 hrs
Pete Spence we all worked towards edges etc we demanded readability from difficult material
...that was the game
Like · Reply · 1 hr
Jim Leftwich i know. that's where Basinski was coming from too.
Like · Reply · 1 · 1 hr
Write a reply...
Jim Leftwich here's a micro-review from 2002:Switch - by Tim Gaze.2002. Anabasis/Xtant.
Unconscious at Cape Paterson - by Tim Gaze & Cornelis Vleeskens. 2002.
Anabasis/Xtant.
Xtant is Jim Leftwich, 1512 Mountainside Ct., Charlottesville, VA 22903-9707.



Anabasis is Thomas Lowe Taylor, Oysterville, Washington 98641-0216. Write to these folks
about prices and other good great books.www.anabasispress.com

Visual works. I am sure that these are examples of imaginative deep writing, they being other
symbols and lines merged into new forms or developing alphabets - now we have a name for
these works - Asemic writing. That is the word: Hear it: ASEMIC. But for me the delight of these
books, written in Asemic, is the reading of this work - because the new writing in these new
worlds/works with other alphabets demands a form of reading that translates into sound each
glyph or string, poem- therefore new sounds must be made and the expansive experience is
then IT. Wonderful to touch down on this terrific planet of other writing. These authors stretch it
and brake it and broke it and IS now someplace else … in the other… place of creativity.
Obviously the air is there breathable, beautiful. Let's go. Paint your wagon, and come along.
http://thehold2002f.tripod.com/september2002/basinski.html#4
Like · Reply · 2 hrs
Pete Spence yep but Cornelis and i told him not to go down that street...again he used Cornelis
without permission
Like · Reply · 1 hr
Jim Leftwich again, i did not know that.
Like · Reply · 1 hr
Pete Spence as the person Cornelis asked to look after his papers and the fact that we saw
each other a lot throughout his life i reckon the Gaze situation came up many times...pure
disdain we had because the Asemic was going to undo a lot of fine intentions from many many
poet/artists...and thats why i am so vocal on this this it is a very serious problem
Like · Reply · 1 hr
Jim Leftwich i get this, pete.
Like · Reply · 1 hr
Write a reply...
Jim Leftwich here's one from 2004
Asemia - by Tim Gaze and Jim Leftwich and Louise Tourney and Joe Maneri and
Abdourahamane Diarra.
2003. 96 pages. Anabasis. Xtant, 1512Mountianside Ct. Charlottesville, VA 22903-9707. Write
for price.

A form or branch of verbo-visual poetry, Asemic writing is an original progression within this
genre. Thank the Gods (and Pixies) some poets are getting beyond the 1960s and into
something other than simulations of Finlay or Cobbing, although, thank the Gods if these had a
proto-generator it might be Cobbing. But, nevertheless, Asemia strikes out boldly into a form of
writing that locates itself in primitive emotive states, pre-aural, pre-intellectual, when the sound
of emotions took forms like these. Carefully rendered glyphs of proto or other writing the works
ask the reader to fully engage them via what senses might be strongest in their particular
reading field. They are not puzzles. Not riddles waiting to be solved but works that form a state
of being that might be or should be the imaginative state. Like keyholes into the substructure of
the spiritual life of letters and words enter and enjoy. Maneri writes a sequence of 24 spirit



poems – sort of a form of spiritually dictated or guided automatic poetry! Poet as medium – I like
it. Not seen this! And Diarra is from Mali – my first read of a vis-poet from that continent. We
speak to each other with a poetry form from the other! Wow again. Wow.
http://theholdfebruary2004.tripod.com/.../basinski.html...
Like · Reply · 2 hrs
Jim Leftwich here's another from 2004
Asemic Magazine. No. 3. - Tim Gaze, editor.
P.O. Box 1011, Kent Town, SA 5071, Australia. You gotta write to Tim for the price or send some
dollars – I understand he is outta work so he needs support. Ya can’t expect something for
nothing. See – being a poet means you be broke and broke – down-under or up-under – don’t
matter. Maybe send a lettuce!

Now… why a magazine? – ? “Paper has more presence than electronic media” that’s a quote
from Tim Gaze – I mean you gotta like this poet – him being Australia’s and world’s inonavigator
and flashlight light into the darkness. Visual poets and poets or all stripes gotta wish there were
more Gazes. And you see Asemic is the best new brand new nude thing coming in visual poetry
in twenty years! Let me quote, “The world “asemic” means having no semantic content.” That
means it is not writing but writing that demands improvisation to translate. This means there is
no arrogance of learned poet. This means sound improvisation is always a possibility – all works
sing! This means pagan – pre meaning. Ah! What joy. All favorites of visual poetry work within
this one like Ross Priddle, Jim Leftwich, Jack Berry, Ficus! And more endless. And I was happy
to find a Brion Gysin work in the mag also. He was once colleague of William Burroughs. And
when I saw it, I said, why yes, Gysin was into this in the 1960s. Now it is asemic and Tim Gaze
on his non semantic eastern dragon bakes the cake of this brand new writing form. A fat issue.
You need it. You gotta get with it. Remember that small press ushered in visual poetry 40 years
ago. Time to reinvigorate this genre again you of small press, you who are gods and goddesses
and humble slices of peach pie and black coffee poem.
http://theholdjune2004.tripod.com/issue79/basinski.html#4
Like · Reply · 2 hrs
Pete Spence fuck Tim Gaze
Like · Reply · 1 hr
Write a reply...
Jim Leftwich from 2011
https://groups.google.com/forum/...
responses to Marco Giovenale’s On asemic and vispo
John M. Bennett
6/11/11
Jim hits the nail on the head. This is certainly the most useful way of thinking about asemics I've
seen in this discussion!
John Bennett
On Fri, Jun 10, 2011 at 12:38 PM, Jim Leftwich <jimle...@gmail.com> wrote:
there is no such thing as asemic writing.
in fact, there is no such thing as asemic anything.



everything is readable, ie., can be and will be given meaning.
the asemic is an unattainable ideal.
in striving toward it, many mutations of writing and drawing (and other practices: photographing,
to name but one) will come into being.
this is the value of the asemic.
working with asemia (attempting to write it, attempting to read and/or not read it) is a training
exercise, and the products of that training exist as documentation of the process.
Re: A response to Marco Giovenale’s On asemic and vispo
GROUPS.GOOGLE.COM
Like · Reply · Remove Preview · 2 hrs · Edited
Pete Spence and Marco should know better...
Like · Reply · 1 hr
Write a reply...
Pete Spence i'll keep at it every time i see this bullshit raise its very very stupid head
Like · Reply · 1 hr
Pete Spence thanks Jim for the above...i am not complicit with any publication Tim did he used
people without asking for his mag he use hundreds of important artists/poets in his mags
without asking or he used thim for his ends which were not their intentions in their work...this
man is destructive
Like · Reply · 1 hr · Edited
Pete Spence personally those who are stupid enough to go down this street should just buy
FOX T V and sit back and get further dumbed down because that is the street they are going
down
Like · Reply · 1 hr · Edited
Jim Leftwich i am genuinely interested in your take on this, pete, you know that. i do think you
could be a little less abrasive, but do what you want to do the way you want to do it. i'm
listening.
Like · Reply · 1 · 1 hr · Edited
Pete Spence well if you think there is nothing to lose theni'd shut up but really this Asemic mess
is going to make a joke of everything that has been seriously worked for...and that would be a
shame
Like · Reply · 1 hr
Jim Leftwich don't shut up. i have told people already that they cannot understand this subject
without attending to your position on it.
Like · Reply · 1 hr
Pete Spence Jim Leftwich going to be hard to make me shut up...maybe i should not get too
angry about it...
Like · Reply · 59 mins
Pete Spence as you know it boils down to a position even the best of
philosophers/Semioticians/language theorist/art theorist have to accept and that is whatever is
Presented to us must be something...hence readable when a context is given it
Unlike · Reply · 1 · 56 mins · Edited



Jim Leftwich i don't think your anger does you or anyone else any good. for example, you don't
need to alienate Marco. he's as smart as you are. you two could have an important conversation
about all of this.
Like · Reply · 56 mins
Pete Spence Jim Leftwich with Marco that is all i asked and he walked away...problem is
Aussies seem agressive in this media but thats their way of discarding the crap and getting to
the point
Like · Reply · 50 mins · Edited
Jim Leftwich you can come off as "my way or the highway" that's for sure, and some folks just
take the highway, it's not an entirely unreasonable response.
Like · Reply · 52 mins · Edited
Pete Spence worst thing is someone puts up work they call Asemic and within a second of my
viewing i can find people who did that sort of work decades before and with intentions of
questioning the edges of our seeing but not intending the work as somehow beyond that
Unlike · Reply · 1 · 51 mins
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BURROUGHS:  Most serious writers refuse to make themselves available to the things that
technology is doing. I've never been able to understand this sort of fear. Many of them are afraid
of tape recorders and the idea of using any mechanical means for literary purposes seems to
them some sort of a sacrilege. This is one objection to the cut-ups. There's been a lot of that, a
sort of superstitious reverence for the word. My God, they say, you can't cut up these words.
Why can't I?
[...]
A friend, Brion Gysin, an American poet and painter, who has lived in Europe for thirty years,
was, as far as I know, the first to create cut-ups. His cut-up poem, "Minutes to Go," was
broadcast by the BBC and later published in a pamphlet. I was in Paris in the summer of 1960;
this was after the publication there of Naked Lunch. I became interested in the possibilities of
this technique, and I began experimenting myself. Of course, when you think of it, "The Waste
Land" was the first great cut-up collage, and Tristan Tzara had done a bit along the same lines.
Dos Passos used the same idea in "The Camera Eye" sequences in U.S.A. I felt I had been
working toward the same goal; thus it was a major revelation to me when I actually saw it being
done. (1966)
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